
HOW TO MAKE A MASK
Please follow the below steps to create an Olsen style mask. Also note the pattern for the 
mask is on Page 2 of this document. 

Step by Step Guide

1. Acquire material that is compliant with the DHHS requirements for mask material, 
this includes an outer layer of polyester, middle layer of cotton polyester blend and an 
inner layer of cotton.  

2. Fold material in half, place right sides together and cut out one pattern piece. This 
should result in two pieces per fabric type and six overall. 

3. Sandwich outer layer (polyester) right sides together with the middle layer (polyester 
cotton blend) on the outside. This layering should be middle, outer, outer, middle.  

4. Pin along the curved edge and sew down this seam leaving approximately 3/4cm 
seam allowance.  

5. Separately place inner material right sides together and sew this seam the same as 
previously. You should now have two pieces with a seam on the curved edge.  

6. Open out both pieces keeping them inside out, place the two face pieces together 
(outer, middle and inner). Pin along the top and bottom of the mask and sew leaving 
a 3/4cm seam allowance. NOTE: do not sew the short side seams, if preferred 
slightly trim down seam allowance to reduce bulk. 

7. Using these open side seams flip the mask right sides out. 
8. Fold in the raw edges and sew 1cm away from edge leaving a channel for the elastic.  
9. Optional step: Top stich along the top and bottom of the mask leaving the channel 

open. 
10. Thread your elastic through the channel and measure length needed for each person. 

If you do not know, use approximately 15cm of elastic per ear.  
11. Tie elastic to fit face and cut off excess. 
12. You may want to wash the mask prior to use, if so handwash or place in machine in a 

delicates bag on a cold gentle cycle. Do not tumble dry. 
13. Wash in between each wear and enjoy. 
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